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a b s t r a c t
One of the main concepts in grey system theory is how systems should be controlled under incomplete or
lack of information situation. Grey number denoting an uncertain value is described in real interval from this
concept. In this paper, we introduce the real formal concept analysis based on grey-rough set theory by using
grey numbers, instead of binary values. We propose, to extend the notion of Galois connection in a real binary
relation as well as the notions of formal concept and Galois lattice. The relationships between the new
notions and old ones are discussed. Finally, we present a grey-rough set approach to Galois lattices reduction.
 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Grey system theory [1–4], proposed by Deng, covers grey classiﬁcation [5–7], grey control, grey decision-making [8], grey prediction [9–13], grey structural modelling [14,15], grey relational
analysis as well as grey-rough sets [8,16–18], etc. It deals with the
uncertainty over how systems with incomplete or lack of information should be controlled. One of the important concepts is a grey
number. It is a number whose exact value is unknown but range is
known. One of the practical applications of grey numbers is in error
analysis [19] using a form x = xbest + dx, where x is the measured value, xbest is the best estimate and dx is the error in the measurement
~ ¼ xbest in grey
of x. This form is equal to x! ½xbest  dx ; xbest þ dx ; x
system theory: x is the interval where the best estimate exists and
~ is one of the exact values that seems to be the best estimate. In
x
real applications, a solution of equations or an optimized parameter
~ and their condition given in advance is x. Thus grey system
is x
theory deals with uncertainty unlike those of fuzzy set theory or
rough set theory. The grey lattice operation [5,7] is one of the operations for grey numbers that modiﬁes a range of given intervals of
grey numbers. It is more suitable to handling information tables containing interval data. With the motivation, Yamaguchi et al. [20] proposed a new rough set model named grey-rough set, which is a new
collaboration of rough set theory and grey system theory. A greyrough approximation is based on the grey lattice relation instead
of an equivalence class and an indiscernibility relation in Pawlak’s
model. Compared with the classical rough set, the proposal extends
q
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a treatable value into interval data. It provides a maximum solution
and minimum solution both in upper and lower approximations. It
give us a new mathematical background to develop a data set containing interval data.
Wille, in his Formal Concept Analysis [21], proposes a theory that
allows us to formalize the three basic ideas of the conceptual knowledge, the objects, the attributes and the concepts. These ideas are
linked through three basic relations: one object has an attribute,
one object belongs to a concept and one concept is a subconcept of
another one. With this analysis, a model to represent the concepts
and to set up hierarchies among them is deﬁned by Wille. We notice
that most existing work focuses only on binary data. In order to generalize this work, the Galois lattice formalism was extended to symbolic data by [22] and further developed by [23–25]. Nevertheless,
the general formalism of Galois lattice was addressed by [26,27].
The rationale for this generalization is that nowadays, either descriptions of data are complex, or the size of datasets is drastically growing up so that if, for example, we want to deal with classes of data, we
need descriptions that are much more complex than 0 or 1.
Polaillon and Diday [28] proposed an extension of two classical
algorithms (Ganter and Chein) and an incremental one (Godin
et al.) to multivariate, interval and histogram data with missing
values. In [29], Baklouti et al. proposed a fast Galois lattice-building
algorithm based on dichotomic search and working for objects
having general description. Although the algorithm can deal with
general data, they have to redeﬁne the set, the order relation, the
operation of inﬁmum and the largest element in different processes. Jaoua and Elloumi [30] introduced the notion of a real set
as an extension of a crisp and a fuzzy set by using sequences of
intervals as membership degrees, instead of a single value in
[0,1]. They also proposed, to extend the notion of Galois connection
in a real binary relation as well as the notions of rectangular rela-
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tion, formal concept and Galois lattice. They had applied the strict
Galois connection to build a real classiﬁer system. But, their Galios
lattices are different from classical concept lattices. Its intent and
extent of bottom nodes are both empty. The object and attribute
universe are intent, extent of top node, respectively.
In this paper, a new formal concept analysis approach for interval data based on grey-rough set theory is proposed. Since it is suitable for interval data reduction of attributes, we also propose, to
use grey-rough set approach reducing real Galois lattices.

Obviously, the operators Join(_) and Meet(^) satisfy associative law:
x _ ðy _ zÞ! ðx _ yÞ _ z; x ^ ðy ^ zÞ! ðx ^ yÞ ^ z and
x ^ y ? x.

2. Grey lattice operation and grey-rough sets

Overlap ovðx; yÞ ¼

Let G be the universal set, x be an element of G (x 2 G), Rbe the set
of real numbers and X # R be the set of value range that x may hold.

where

Deﬁnition 2.1 [20]. Let Gr be a grey set of G deﬁned by two
 Gr ðxÞ and the lower
mappings of the upper membership function l
membership function lGr(x) as follows:

Whitening functions [7,17] compute a whitened value from a
grey number. Especially the meet operation, the diameter and
the overlap are mainly used to make a discernibility matrix of
grey-rough reduction.

Diameter diaðxÞ ¼ x  x
diaðx ^ yÞ
diaðx _ yÞ

x ^ y! £ () ovðx; yÞ ¼ 0;

x!  y () ovðx; yÞ ¼ 1

Let IS = (G,M,V,f) denote an information system called a grey information system [8], where

l Gr ðxÞ : G ! ½0; 1; lGr ðxÞ : G ! ½0; 1
 Gr ðxÞ and x 2 G. When lGr ðxÞ ¼ l
 Gr ðxÞ, the grey set
where lGr ðxÞ 6 l
becomes a fuzzy set, which means that grey system theory deals
with fuzzy situation more ﬂexibly.
Deﬁnition 2.2 [20]. When two values x; 
x ðx ¼ inf X; 
x ¼ sup XÞ

are given in x, then x is deﬁned using a form x ¼ xjxx as follows:
(1) If and only if x ? 1 and x ? +1, x is called a black number.
x, x is called a white number or a whit(2) If and only if x ¼ 
~
ened value, which is denoted by x.
(3) Otherwise, x! ½x; x is called a grey number.
In other words, interval data are grey numbers and non-interval
data are white numbers. If assume that x! ½x; x, y! ½y; y, then we
have following deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 2.3 [20]. Let ‘¢’ denote equality for two grey numbers
x and y called the grey lattice coincidence relation as fol.
x¼y
lows:x!  y if and only if x = y and 
This relation indicates that the two endpoints are equal at the
same time, which is distinguished from ‘=’.
Deﬁnition 2.4 [20]. Let ‘?’ denote inclusion for two grey numbers
x and y called the grey lattice inclusion relation as fol.
x6y
lows:x ? y if y 6 x and 
In grey system theory, the grey arithmetic operation and the
grey lattice operation [2,8,17] are introduced for grey numbers.
The operators Join(_), Meet(^), Complement(xc) and Exclusive
Join() are given for three grey numbers x! ½x; x, y! ½y; y and
z! ½z; z as follows:

Þ
 x _ y! ½minðx; yÞ; maxðx; y

– G: a set of objects called the universe
– M: a set of attributes
– V: a set of values, V # R in this paper
– f: the information function as f: G  M ? V
A grey-rough approximation [7] for a grey information system
IS is based on the meet operation and the grey lattice inclusion
(?). Let x be an object of G, a be an attribute of M and
f ðx; aÞ! ½f ðx; aÞ; f ðx; aÞ be a value which x holds on the attribute
a, where an ordered pair (x,a) 2 G  M, f(x,a) = inf Va and
f ðx; aÞ ¼ sup V a . Let f ðs; aÞ! ½f ðs; aÞ; f ðs; aÞ be a value on acalled
an objective of approximation; the upper approximation
GL*(f(s,a)) and lower approximation GL*(f(s,a)) are given as
follows:

GL ðf ðs; aÞÞ ¼fx 2 Gjf ðx; aÞ ^ f ðs; aÞ9
8 £g
GL ðf ðs; aÞÞ ¼fx 2 Gjf ðx; aÞ ! f ðs; aÞg
GL(f(s,a)) is a single-attribute approximation on an attribute a of M.
A multi-attribute approximation is also given. Let M = {a1,a2, . . . ,
an} be a set of n attributes, S = {f(s,a1),f(s,a2), . . . , f(s,an)} be a set
of n values on attributes of M denoting an objective. The upper
approximation GW*(S) and lower approximation GW*(S) are given
as follows:

GW  ðSÞ! ½GW  ðSÞ; GW  ðSÞ
GW  ðSÞ! ½GW  ðSÞ; GW  ðSÞ
where

!

~ yÞ;
~ maxðx;
~ yÞ
~
~ _ y
~ ½minðx;
x
8

½x;
x

if

x
!
y
>
>
>
>
>
 if  y ! x
>
< ½y; y
 if x ! y and y
 ! x
 x ^ y! ½x; y
>
>
>


½y; x if y ! xand x ! y
>
>
>
:
£
otherwise

~
~ ¼ y
~
x
if
x
~ ^ y
^ !
x
£ otherwise

 xc ¼ x 2 X c jx < x;x < xgX c ¼ G n X
(
ðxc ^ yc Þc
if  x ^ y! £
!
 x  y
c
ðx _ yÞ ^ ðx ^ yÞ if  x ^ y9
8£

GW  ðSÞ ¼ \nk¼1 GL ðf ðs; ak ÞÞ
GW  ðSÞ ¼ [nk¼1 GL ðf ðs; ak ÞÞ
GW  ðSÞ ¼ \nk¼1 GL ðf ðs; ak ÞÞ
GW  ðSÞ ¼ [nk¼1 GL ðf ðs; ak ÞÞ
A pair of interval sets hGW*(S),GW*(S)i is a multi-attribute greyrough set. The multi-attribute approximation is mainly used in
approximation [7]. The single-attribute approximation is mainly
used for reduction.
Example 1. Table 1 is a sample grey information. Each object
{s,x1,x2,x3,x4} = G including the objective holds three attributes
{a1,a2,a3} = M as shown in Table 1, and then we have

